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Introduction

This book is designed for biological science majors with an interest in biophysics. It is
particularly aimed at those students in medically oriented disciplines whose career goals
include professional or graduate school in the medical sciences with the aim of linking
biophysical principles to human physiological functions. In all parts of this book the
general biophysical functions will have numerous physiology examples.

In general, pre-professional students have had a significant amount of mathematics
during their education, but it may have been several years since they have taken calculus,
typically the last formal mathematics education they have had. In contrast, they have had
a great deal of current and relevant biological, and especially physiological, education.
The presentations in this book take these factors into account, using many of the
principles inherent in that level of mathematics education, without including many of
the formal derivations of the formulas included in many biophysics texts. The equations
used and the information derived from them fill the need of establishing the limits on
physiological functions. When used properly, the calculations made by students will
form the starting point from which they can then draw conclusions about physiological
systems. Inherent in this is the way in which data is analyzed, as this analysis often
presupposes how a system works, so that examples of how data can be manipulated are
included.

As with many texts, we will start with the simplest systems and progress to the more
complex. We will start by considering the environment around us, particularly the energy
of that environment. All our molecules exist, except for brief periods during reactions, at
equilibrium with the environment. The environmental energy, the product of the absolute
temperature (T ) times Boltzmann’s constant (k), forms the background against which all
biophysical functions occur. We will refer to the shorthand kT throughout the book, as it
is the baseline energy toward which entropy will drive all of our systems. A number of
our systems absorb energy directly from the environment. Among these are rhodopsin
absorbance of visible wavelengths of light, and the damage done to DNA by ultraviolet
light. The absorbance of UV light by melanin provides us with some protection from this
damage. Some energy we absorb from the environment is not naturally generated, but is
produced by man-made machines for medical and scientific purposes. Among these are
the energies used for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and spectroscopy (MRS), and
the imaging produced by ultrasound. All of these will be covered in the first chapter.

Molecules are not limited to absorbing and radiating the energy of the world around
them. They also interact with other molecules, forming bonds of varying durations.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of biophysics is that it looks at things that happen,
events that change on a timescale that we can follow. In the case of some bonds,
especially covalent bonds, the lifetime of these bonds is so great that without the specific
input of energy by an enzyme-linked system these bonds would never break in our
lifetime. The energy in these bonds is so much greater than kT that they will never
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spontaneously break. As a result, covalent bond formation and rupture plays a very small
role in biophysics, even if the structures they produce are enormously important. In
contrast, hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic bonds have energies that are only slightly
greater than kT, and thus are constantly being made and broken in a violent molecular
environment. These bonds provide a tremendous range of different and interesting
biophysical functions.

To understand the principles (and some examples) of how molecules recognize and
bind to one another, we will look at the world of these molecules, or rather, their worlds.
The intracellular and interstitial fluids are strikingly different, most notably in the differ-
ences produced by the presence (intracellular) and absence (interstitial) of very high
protein concentrations, and by the different ion concentrations, particularly K+ and Na+,
whose interaction with ubiquitous water molecules produces very different molecular
worlds. While these form the bulk of the physiological world, there are other small but
important environments, including the hydrophobic core of membranes and the high
protein/Na+ world of blood. Each of these produces unique conditions for molecular
interaction.

The most profound developments in biology in the past 20 years have occurred in
genetics. The elucidation of the human genome has given us the prospect of dramatic
advances in medicine. For all its progress, however, most of the advances have remained
descriptive. If there is an area in need of biophysical approaches, it is genetics. What
processes control the entry and/or production of transcription factors at the membrane?
Do these factors move to the nucleus by diffusion, or is direct transport using an
ATP-dependent system involved? How do the factors bind to the genome, which must
first unwind using considerable energy? The traditional calculations of dissociation
constants assume molecular numbers approaching infinity, but at the chromosome for
most genes there will be just two sites, one on each somatic chromosome. Instead of the
fraction of the transcription factor that is bound, one has to consider the fraction of time
the factor is bound, the retention time. And how long is the retention time relative to the
reaction time, the time needed to initiate mRNA production? And the products of
translation, the proteins, do not exist in a vacuum. The concentration of proteins inside
the cytoplasm is far higher than can be achieved in a test tube, meaning that most proteins
will be part of protein clusters. What determines protein–protein binding, and how does
the formation of protein clusters alter protein activity? Needless to say, developing the
potential of genetics will require extensive biophysical investigations.

The magnitude of binding constants is not limited to intracellular processes.
Antibodies, for example, bind to their antigens with very high affinities. The binding
is sufficiently long to trigger the non-specific immune response linked to the tail region of
each antibody, resulting in the ultimate removal of the antigen, be it a cell or molecule.
This system is sufficiently robust that the immune system clears most infections within
weeks. In contrast, autoimmune diseases such as Type I diabetes take years to completely
destroy their target cells. Why so long? If the antigen targets in autoimmune diseases are
not the original antigens, but merely have some similarity, the binding will be weaker and
have a shorter retention time, so that in most cases the immune response is not triggered.
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But, binding duration is statistical, and occasionally that binding will be long enough to
trigger a response, and slowly the cells will be destroyed.

Biological systems of course are not static: molecules and larger structures move from
one place to another. In some cases, this movement is driven by concentration gradients, and
Fick’s diffusion equation is well known to most biology students. We will show how
diffusion sets limitations on whether or not a molecule can participate in a physiological
process. Can diffusion alone be sufficient to allow an ion to be part of themuscle contraction
process? Or exocytosis? Or protein synthesis? What if the area or the diffusion coefficient
changes, or more specifically, why do people die from emphysema or pneumonia?

For systems in which diffusion alone cannot support their activity, how will directed
transport work? Muscles move entire cells, using alterations in a fundamental general
process to produce the differences in skeletal, cardiac and smooth muscle contractions.
Recent discoveries of intracellular transport using kinesin, dynein and non-polymerized
myosin have answered questions that existed for decades before their discoveries. And
for those white blood cells that must be able to respond in any direction, the transient
nature of pseudopod formation and movement is also explored.

The systems producing movement must have cyclical binding between dynamic (ATP-
dependent) and static structures, with alternating high affinity and low affinity binding
constants. For forces and movements in a particular direction, there must be structures
capable of bearing and transmitting those forces. Within cells, some structures can
permanently perform this function, such as the Z-lines and dense bodies in muscle and
the intermediate filaments in skin. Microtubules can bear internal loads in cells, but
microtubules may also be restructured to respond to different forces that some cells, such
as neurons, must respond to. The stress/strain characteristics of biological molecules
show a range of behaviors, from linear responses through viscoelastic recovery to rupture
when external force exceeds the molecule’s ability to withstand that force. This also
occurs in larger structures, such as the remodeling of bone and the rupturing of blood
vessels leading to a stroke.

The flow of fluids also has biophysical properties, blood being the most obvious.
Blood shows transitions from laminar to non-laminar flow, and the formed components
of blood, red blood cells, white blood cells and platelets alter their flow patterns to
minimize the physical stress they undergo. Changes in flow produced by atherosclerotic
plaques produce non-laminar flow patterns that alter the movement of the formed
elements as well as emboli that travel through the blood. Non-blood fluids also have
distinct flow characteristics. Synovial fluid changes its physical characteristics as it
lubricates and cushions joint movement. The draining of aqueous humor from the front
of the eye is necessary to prevent glaucoma.

The physical separation of the intracellular fluid in the cytoplasm from the interstitial
fluid by cell membranes produces special properties. The self-associative properties of
phospholipids and cholesterol keep them separate from the hydrophilic environments
adjacent to them. Membranes possess a degree of fluidity necessary to respond to forces
applied to them without rupturing. This fluid nature extends to both the membrane as a
whole and to the individual molecules of phospholipid and cholesterol attached by non-
covalent bonds. This hydrophobic interface is then loaded with proteins whose myriad
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formations provide a wide range of functions that both alter and control the fluids around

them. An important subset of these functions deals with membrane transport, using either

the energy of ATP or that of concentration gradients for ion transport, hydrophilic

molecule transport or protein transport, as well as the resting, graded and action poten-

tials that regulate so many physiological functions.
All biology students are familiar with the basics of the different membrane electrical

functions. They know well that K+ is more permeable than Na+ at rest, and that this

reflects a difference in the number of open channels, as if all channels are the same. But,

both the ionic interactions with the environment around them and the channels them-

selves have biophysical differences, providing a more diverse control of the electrical

events. Even the resting membrane potential itself produces important physiological

functions altering the entry of ions through channels and the binding of agonists to their

receptors. We will spend a significant amount of time discussing membrane behavior.
We include a consideration of compartment analysis, methods that are used to model

metabolic fluxes and pharmacokinetics. While these systems provide information on

how these systems as a whole behave, they are limited by the statistical variations

between individuals. These variations, reflecting the inherent risks associated with any

pharmaceutical treatment, mean that a small, predictable number of individuals, the

identities of whom cannot be known in advance, will not follow the majority pattern,

often with disastrous results. These outliers recall the variations in the energy level of an

ensemble of molecules discussed in the first chapter.
The interactions of different components of the body produce complex cases. The

stability of physiological systems involves control at both the cellular level and the whole

body level. There are also transitory metastable states, such as those that occur in

enzyme–substrate complexes, which will be considered. Among the most interesting

physiological phenomena with biophysical control points are those associated with

positive feedback reactions, such as the rupturing of the ovarian follicle, the clotting of

blood and, most profoundly, life–death transitions. These systems produce an irreversible

state change, and can be modeled using catastrophe theory. Fractal behavior appears in

many physiological systems and in some cases devolves into chaotic behavior. These

non-linear states may provide systemic stability, preventing pathological state transitions.

Regulation by homeostasis may only be a part of systemic control in which multiple

inputs associated with allometric control produce a wide window of parameter variability

consistent with a healthy state.
This book is not intended to cover the breadth of all of biophysics. Many interesting

elements, such as the flight of birds, or the behavior of protein under non-physiological

conditions, have been omitted, as havemany of the formal, mathematical derivations of the

equations presented. These and other elements are presented inmany other, fine biophysics

books, and the interested reader is referred to those texts. I hope you find this work focusing

on those biophysical processes relevant to human physiology useful and enlightening.
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